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ABSTRACT

Air-Conditioning system plays vital role in Indoor Air Quality. Low humidity in
atmosphere cost crucial consequence to human skin and nasal passages. Installing
ultrasonic humidifier to air conditioning system is one of the options to make up lost
humidity. An experimental HVAC rig is combined with ultrasonic humidifier to humidify
the system by using a piccolo tube. This paper presents experimental study of humidity
profile in an experimental rig at different air velocity and piccolo holes diameter.
Experiment results show that, under fixed inlet air velocity and mist flow rate, relative
humidity (RH) increased with piccolo holes diameter. RH of 12mm holes diameter

piccolo tube is 7.4% higher than 5 mm holes diameter piccolo tube for 3ms"' air
velocity. Similarly, under fixed piccolo holes diameter and mist flow rate, RH is
decreased with increasing air velocity. RH of Sms"' velocity is 13.4% lower than Ims'^
velocity for RH change. Rate of humidity added to the HVAC system by ultrasonic
humidifier also increased with respect to holes diameter size and air velocity. 3ms-i
and 12 mm piccolo holes diameter shows highest gradient humidity mixing rate.
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1, Introduction

The main challenge of the building industry in Malay.sia is, Heating Ventilating and Air-
Conditioning (HVAC) systems are consuming most of the energy in commercial buildings [1] and
creating HVAC solutions that are able to provide comfortable and healthy indoor environment while
consuming low energy. This challenge happens due to modern society people spend about 90% of
their lives in-doors [2] and contributing more than 60% of the energy consumed by buildings and this
numbers are likely to grow In near future [3].

However, it is crucial to maintain healthy and comfortable as per ASHRAE Indoor Air Quality (lAQ)
standard 62.1-2007 even though thermal comfort satisfaction Is an expression of the individuals'
mind. Present day studies reveal that if lAQ improved by a factor of 2 to 7 compared to existing
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